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Background: The relevance of x-ray production cross sections (XRPCS) and the related ionization cross sections (ISC) in many 
research areas has been described at length and analyzed in detail. X-ray emission cross sections by ion impact are a relevant input 
in many areas such as particle induced x-ray emission (PIXE) strongly requires trustworthy databases for XRPCS and/or reliable 
predictions of inner-shell ionization theories as periodically evaluated in Monte Carlo Geant4 simulations.

Purpose: The purpose of the study is to present 1) a review of the PIXE technique and its applications, and 2) universal experimental 
and theoretical fits to exiting databases for K and L-shell XRPCS.

Goals: The goal is to check if the theory is accurate across the periodic table of elements and a large range of projectile energies, 
equally comprehensive databases are essential and a universal fit for them is desired. Those fits should be in terms of a variable by 
which XRPCS are scaled with a minimum of adjustable parameters. L-shell XRPCS for proton energies 26 eV ≤ E1≤1 GeV and all 
elements with 24 ≤ Z ≤ 95 as compiled by Miranda and Lapicki 2014 are in excellent agreement with the universal fit to these data. 
Only 0.7% of data/fit ratios differ from 1.0 by more than a factor of 4; merely 3.4% differ by more than a factor of 2.

Conclusions: The versatility of the PIXE technique and its application will be demonstrated. It will be shown how universal 
experimental and theoretical fits to XRPCS serve to set reliable prediction across projectile energies and a wide range of target 
elements.
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